SOAVE IS OUR LAND,
GARGANEGA IS OUR SOUL.
www.cantinatessari.com

STORY AND COMPANY PROFILE

The grandfather, Antonio Tessari, in 1933 began the path of the winery, in a small place “the caneva” dug by hand and few tools, promoting the passion that already involved all the “Grisela”,
nickname of the Family Tessari.
The estate was 1 hectar of Garganega grape farmed with the Pergola veronese system. The “caneva” (tiny cellar) dug by grandpa Antonio was a small room just 24 meters wide. It took an entire
summer to build it: inside the cellar he put two wooden barrels: 12 and 8 hectoliters. Only after a year he managed to build two concrete tanks, of 21 and 23 hectoliters each.
There were no other tools except hands and a copper bucket to pour the wine out and the feet to press the grapes. All the family, 5 daughters and only one son, Aldo, during the harvest had to
wait in the courtyard, only carrying a vat, a copper bucket and a “sessola” (a small wooden shovel). The daughters entered into the tanks and, with their bare feet, begun to crush the grapes like
a ritual dance. Antonio made the pouring operations with his bucket. Harvest was hand made, as today, and the family brought home in the baskets 8-9 quintals of grape per day.
Aldo, only son among six children, besides help his father in the vineyards, was laborer and smith: hard work but it helped him to improve the family business until he started to buy the first
fields in 1957 in Costalta hill.
In 1964 Aldo got married with Bianca Dal Bosco, born in Brognoligo in a wine traders family. She was called “the German girl”, because of her blond hair and blue eyes; beautiful and smart, she
managed with her mother the family pub. She devoted herself full-time in the winery, suggesting Aldo to buy new fields every year, until they reached the actual 13 hectares.
All the vineyards are located in the hills, surely making them harder to be cultivated, but even more suitable: a vineyard’s hill is where good wine come from.
Aldo built his own winery like his father before and named it “Magnavacche”. The structure and the equipment were innovative. He produced wine for locals and pubs in the area, in the “basso
Veronese” (the southern zone of Verona) and in Lombardia. In few years the wine started to be appreciated by the great producers of Soave who decided to buy and bottle Aldo’s wine.
Aldo and Bianca, “father and mother” as the children call them, with many sacrifices developed the winery and transmitted the passion for Garganega, creating the first Recioto that still today
the company produces.
The first bottles of Aldo’s winery date ’92, but only 10 years later, with the incoming of his sons Antonio and Germano and the creation of the new brand T.E.S.S.A.R.I, the new winery become
more famous.
Aldo passes to his children the passion for the vines and they help him making the product’s quality better year by year, working with attention and passion. Germano is specialized in the
management of the vines, making important changes to improve quality, respecting the environment. Antonio studies the modern wine making techniques, putting his attention into improving
the natural characteristic of the Garganega vines and the Soave area.
In 2005 the two brothers decided to make a radical change: they built a new winery, because the old one was no longer representative of the new reality and philosophy. Wider and modern,
the new winery is a faithful mirror of the new image that the family wants to give: a modern structure that maintains a friendly ad welcoming character.
Completing the third family generation, in 2007 Cornelia, the youngest daughter, makes her entrance in the winery. Young and dynamic, with her efforts she develops the commerce not only in
Italy but also abroad. She improves and promotes Soave Classico and the company giving to it a modern and dynamic character.

In the last years the company continued to grow in Italy with a national distribution and abroad thanks to our importers.
To promote T.E.S.S.A.R.I wines and to make the customers feel closer to our work and reality, we consciously developed the social networks, the website www.cantinatessari.com and the blog
#WithDots.
Another important aspect is hospitality. We organize guided tours in the winery, wine tastings and experiences bounded to Soave land where we involve both tourists and local customers all
the year.
“Little steps to grown up constantly and progressively. Our value is the simplicity to be farmers and winemakers. Our products are genuine and sincere. For us, quality means products that are
the reflection of our philosophy”.

An important choice we made in the last years was to join the Indipendent Wine markers Italian Federation (Fivi) in which we found the standards that reflect our way to work and perceive the
wine world. According to Fivi, the Indipendent Wine maker’s wine is alive, gives pleasure, it’s son of his land and thought. Authentic expression of a culture.
the Indipendent Wine markers Italian Federation’s standards are:




The wine maker farms his vines, bottles his wine, personally takes care of his product. He sells all or part of his harvest in bottle, under his responsibility, with his name and label.
The wine maker gives up on purchasing grapes or wine for commercial aims. He would only buy grapes for extreme vinification needs, according to the law.
The wine maker respects the enological laws, limiting the use of useless and expensive additives, concentrating his attention in producing healthy grapes.

GRISELA SOAVE CLASSICO DOC
100% GARGANEGA
WHAT’S GRISELA 2014?
New Style of Production: more natural and environment friendly
New Image and Packaging: “Change doesn’t change tradition, it strengthens it” P. Philip
A Wine that preserves the characteristics of Soave Classico, respecting its nature
We produce our wines as natural as possible, in respect of mother nature without usage of chemicals and pesticides in our
vineyards, and with no additives in our wines nor added sulfur during fermentation.

HOW?
We protected our grapes from oxidation using natural tannins; not interfering with the grapes characteristics: healthy grapes and high cleanliness prevent bacteria proliferation in the first
phases of vinification.
The long stay on lees and the batonnage facilitated the extraction of the glutathione, one of the strongest antioxidant in nature.
Therefore, we obtain a richer wine: long and harmonious with a good balance between aromas and taste; a wine that preserve the classic characteristics of our hills of Monteforte,
respecting its natural expression.

BINE LONGHE – COSTALTA – SOAVE CLASSICO DOC
100% GARGANEGA, LATE HARVEST

From Costalta vineyards, heart of Soave Classico, Le Bine Longhe takes its name from the vines peculiarity: rows (“Bine”) are more or less 300 meters long.
The soil conditions and sun exposition allow us to ripen the grapes in the vineyards for 20 days in October. Cutting the branch in the middle, some bunches start to dry while others continue
the maturation, concentrating all the nutrition substances. Grapes are crushed and fermented with the same technique of Grisela and exclusively in stainless steel tanks. The wine stays here
for 8 months and 12 in the bottles.
Le Bine Longhe Soave Classico is a wine of incandescent autumn straw color, rich and brilliant which is derived from the late October harvest after the grapes have been over ripened for 20
days. With a characteristic strong honeyed herbaceous aroma. Dancing mineral play tag on your tongue, embracing and sedulous on the palate, with a slight aftertaste of bitter almonds.
Currently the vintage 2012 is available and it won the Slow Wine award as Grande Vino 2014.

TRE COLLI RECIOTO DI SOAVE DOCG
100% GARGANEGA, DRIED GRAPES
Tre Colli means “Three Hills”, where Tessari’s estate is placed. Before the harvest the best grapes are personally and exclusively selected by the family members, in order to make them dry
naturally until February.
The grapes are taken to the upper floor of the winery in plastic cases. The position of the room and of the windows let the wind blowing from the hill to maintain the same temperature and
air. The dried grapes are pressed and fermented in February, they stay in the steel tanks for almost one year and after that the wine is bottled.
The color is bright and sunny; lightly clings to the glass. The nose is fragrant honey, dried fruit, raisins, summer white flowers and tiny amount of custard. Just the right amount of sweetness
vs. dryness; very elegant. A nostalgic taste of almond at the end makes the whole adventure most pleasurable.
The skin of the grapes this year was too thin and it didn’t give us the certainty to dry the grapes. Currently the vintage is 2012.

GARGANEGA BRUT
100% GARGANEGA, CHARMAT METHOD

Sparkling pure Garganega, produced since harvest 2010. Grapes are pressed and fermented with the same technique of Soave Classico Grisela, in stainless steel tanks between 16° and 18°.
Fermentation lasts for 3 months in contact with lees and yeasts.
Wine is then fermented in autoclave for 90 days and in bottle for 4 months.
Garganega Brut, has a energetic straw yellow color with fine bubbles. It’s characteristic intense aroma of apple, elderberry and chamomile are bewitching. Fresh and persistent on the
palate, with a delightful aftertaste of bitter almonds and a playful mineral sparkle.

T.E.S.S.A.R.I IN NUMERI
ESTATE’S HECTARS

13 hectars

PRODUCTION

1.000 hectoliters/100.000 liters

BOTTLES

37.000 bottles

GRISELA SOAVE CLASSICO DOC

25.000 bottles

BINE LONGHE di COSTALTA SOAVE CLASSICO DOC

3.500 bottles

TRE COLLI RECIOTO DI SOAVE DOCG

2.000 bottles

GARGANEGA BRUT

6.500 bottles

MONTEFORTE D’ALPONE AREA
MAGNAVACCHE

COSTALTA

CASTELLARO and MONTE GRANDE

HECTARS

3

HECTARS

6,50 ( 1 of BINE LONGHE)

HECTARS

3,50

YIELD PER HECTAR

80 hectoliters

YIELD PER HECTAR

80 hectoliters

YIELD PER HECTAR

80 hectoliters

SOIL

basaltic lava (volcanic)

SOIL

basaltic lava (volcanic)

SOIL

volcanic / clayish

ALTITUDE

130-160 meters

ALTITUDE

140-180 meters

ALTITUDE

from 130 to 190 metri

LOCALITION

Costalunga

LOCALITION

Monteforte d’Alpone

LOCALITION

Brognoligo

(Monteforte d’Alpone)

VINES AGE

from 50 to 90 years

VINES AGE

from 70 to 90 years (with specimen
with more than 100 years)

EXPOSITION

est/sud-est

EXPOSITION

east/south-east

BINE LONGHE
HECTARS

1

YIELD PER HECTAR

50 hectoliters

SOIL

basaltic lava (volcanic)

ALTITUDE

180 meters

LOCALITION

Monteforte d’Alpone

VINES AGE

from 80 to 90 years

EXPOSITION

east/south-east

(Monteforte d’Alpone)
VINES AGE

from 60 to 90 years

EXPOSITION

east/south-east

